Effective mechanical properties for large repetitive framelike structures are derived using straight forward combinations of strength of material and orthogonal transformation techniques.
I. Introduction
In recent two papers (1,21 we introduced a straightforward construction nroceduxe in order to derive continuum equivalence of discrete pLn jointed repetitive structures. Broadly speaking we outlinad the method as follows: Once the actual structure was specified symmetry considerations were used in order to identify its independent property constants. The actual values of these constants were constructed in accordance with a building block approach consisting of -he following three consecutive steps: (a) all sets of parallel members were identified, (b) unidirectional "effective continuum" properties were derived for each of these sets and (c) orthogonal transformations were finally used to determine the contribution of each set to the overall effective continuum properties of the structure.
Here the term properties is general and includes mechanical .^tiffnesses), thermal (coefficients of thermal expansions) and material densities. The method was then applied to a variety of structures.
In the present paper we extend the analysis of (1,21 in order to derive the effective properties of rigid-jointed (frawe-like) repetitive structures. This differs substantially from the truss-like structures in that we here include the influence of inplane bending rigidities to the structure. The construction procedure will differ in that the rod's unidirectional properties will no longer be adequate to derive the overall oronerties.
The fact that the individual rou in a rigid-jointed array can resist in plane bending dictates that the smallest suk-cell of the structure which will be used for the building block approach will no longer be unidirectional and thus have to be two-dimensional substructures. Here the most identifiable basic two dimensional frame structures are the (0 0 , g o o ) and (0 Q , + 60 0 ) lay ups. Effective properties for the sub-dells will be constructed using the direct analysis method which is also known by the matrix structural analysis method (see, for exau-,jle (3-51). This method, which uses simple and straightforward strength of material technique;, c:onstituties twodimensional generalization of the one-dimensional area weighted properties approach of (1,21. The derived effective properties for such substructures will then be used in a bL lding block format in order to derive the effective properties of more complicated two and three dimensional structures. This last step will be done by employing the orthogonal transformation.
In summary we thus outline the procedure of constructing effective properties for frame-like repetitive structures as follows. Once the actual structure is identified symmetry considerations are used in order to identify its independent property constants. The actual values of these constants are constructed according to a building block format which is carried out in the three consecutive steps: (a) All basic planar lattices are identified (b) effective continuum properties are derived for each of these planar basic grids.
Here a representative repeating cell is isolated and studied by the direct method noting that the effect of the joints' rigidity is taken into consideration and (c) orthogonal transformations are finally used to determine the contribution of each basic set to the overall effective continuum properties of the structure.
Since the inclusion of bending rigidities do not influence the thermal expansion of the structures, the thermal expansion properties derived in j1,21 for the truss are identical to those of corresponding frame. Accordingly in what follows we concentrate on deriving the elastic iroperties of the frame structure. 
where o.. and t kf are t,ne components of the stress and strain tensors, respectively and Cijkz are the stiffness tensor of the solid.
P or future format references we shall rewrite equation (1) in its expanded form Since C ijk: is a fourth-order tensor it obevs the: transformati___ S ij = ax.
are components of the orthogonal transformation tensor which transforms the unprimed to the primed coordinates. Accordinglv, E ij is the cosine of the angle between the x i and the x axis.
The relation (3) hold equally well for either continuous or discrete structures. The numerical values of the aFt',ropriate C ijk entries will depend, however, upon the specific structure under consideration. Since we are interested in analyzin g frametype structures that are constructed from smaller subsets, it is expected that each subset will contribute to its overall properties.
If a structure has n different subsets then equation (3) can be written for each subset m, m, m = 1,2,...,n as
iJke m pgrs pi qj rk sQ,m
Onca the direction cosines of each subset are identified the su.-nover all of these subsets yield the final properties
III. Basic Planar Grids
We shall use the'Uirect method" to find the properties of The deformation of each joint is described b y the displacements u, v and w in the X 1 , X 2 and X 3 directions, respectivel y and by the rotations a xl' 0x2 and e x3 around the axis X1, X2 and X3, respectivel y . Here the rotations are considered to be positive ire the counterclockwise direction.
Using symmetry arguements reveal that this model is orthotropic and that a 90 0 rotation in its plane will not alter its behavior (11) . These conditions reluce its general stress-strain relations 
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where E is the effective modulus of elasticit-, of the equivalent orthotropic continuum in the X 1 and the X 2 direction, . e is the effective Poisson's ratio of the continuum between the X 1 and X2 direction, G 12 is the in-plane shear modui.us and I Is the offplane shear modulus. The relations between Cijhz of equation (7) and E P , v e , G 12 and G 13 are The four independent constants for the first (i.e., 0°, 900) basic square grid with respect to its local system of axis are
Oven in (15); while those corresponding to the ± 45° square grid with respect tj its own local system of axis are
The direction cosines of the local system of axis of the +45° grid with respect to the fixed coordinate system of axis (X 1 , X2, X3)
are defined according to (4) as
Substituting from (15), (22), and (23) into (5) and summing the results yield the final properties of the 0 0 , 90 0 , + 45 0 layup as
Three-Dimensional Structures: (octetruss Structures)
The smallest generating (repeating) unit cell of the octetruss structure is shown in figure 6 . It is a diamond-like element with each of its sides having th3 length L and being shared by two neighboring cells. The octetruss structure is shown in figure 7 with respect to the coordinate system arrangement showr in figure B.
For further details of the geometr,.c characteristics of this kind of structure the reader is referred to (1, 21 . In the present analysis, the octetruss structure is considered to be composed of 
Notice that (27) constitutes a modification of our previously reported result in (1) which are reflected in the appearance of the bending rigidties of the members. Notice also that there is no change in the number of the independent constants which can also be deduced from symmetry 11,2]. Examination of the results
(28) indicates that C C
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(C lill 1122 )/2 and hence the octetruss is transversely isotropic, as is expected.
Remark
By reexamining figure 7 we can see that the same structure can 
